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What is the name of the main character played by Piper Perabo? Violet Sanford 
Why does Violet leave her hometown of South Amboy, New Jersey? Leaving behind her father Bill, and 
her best frend Gloria? 

To pursue her dreams of becoming a 
songwriter in nearby New York City 

Why was Coyote Zoe, leaving Coyote Ugly? She was going to Law School 
When Violet first met Lil, what did Lil say Violet looked like? Kindergarten Teacher 
What is the name of the Bar Violet, Cammie, Rachel and Zoe work at? Coyote Ugly 
Lil gave Violet a second audition after she broke up a fight between two customers, at this audition 
Violet douses the fire warden in water which costs Lil $250. Lil decides that she will give Violet the job 
if she can do what? 

If she can make up $250 in one night  

How does Violet earn the $250 that she owes Lil? She auctions Kevin off to another woman 
How does Violet repay Kevin for taking part in the auction for her? Agrees to go on four dates with him 
Why was Violet given the nickname Jersey? After her Home State 
What drink does Lil refuse to serve in her bar? Water (Hell, No to H20!) 
What is the name of the theme tune for the film Coyote Ugly, performed by LeAnn Rimes? Can't Fight the Moonlight 
Which American supermodel starred as Zoe? Tyra Banks 
What does Violet suffer from, preventing her from performing in front of people? Stage Fright 
Violet stage fright only extends to her singing her own songs because she is comfortable singing what? Karaoke 
Violet tell's Kevin that she inherited her stage fright from whom? Her late mother 
What Article is Coyote Ugly based on? The Muse of the Coyote Ugly Saloon by 

Elizabeth Gilbert 
Why was Bill angry and refused to talk to Violet following his surprise visit to the Coyote Ugly? Because of what she does in her job 
What does the term 'Coyote Ugly' refer to?  An ugly one-night-stand partner 
What is the name of the bouncer at Coyote Ugly? Lou 
Why did Violet get sacked from Coyote Ugly? Boyfriend Kevin got into a fight at the 

bar 
What almost prompted Violet to move back to New Jersey following Gloria's wedding? Bill got hit by a car which left him 

seriously injured 
Bill tell's Violet that her mother did not have stage fright and the reason she gave up singing was 
because of what?  

Because of Bill 

Following her performance at an Open Mic night at the Bowery Ballroom, what happens to Violet? Lead to a deal with a record label 
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Which female country singer makes a guest appearance performing Violet's song at the film's 
conclusion? 

LeAnn Rimes 

 


